
Success Story 2#: Stop alcohol to be model of children and community people 
Mr. Chhuch Sun had completely quit alcohol consumption in 
2011. Currently, he has better health and confident to talk to 
others in his family and community. He has become as a 
community network’s member to raise alcohol related harms 
to people around the community and he is a trainer for Elder 
Association. He also became a model people in Baydamram 
village. Moreover, he can go to work for family and he gave all 
income to his wife to support daily family living and children to 
school. Family’s living condition has more improved because 
the incomes from him and his wife are used to support family, 
it is not for alcohol drinking. The family has harmony and 
happiness. He also has good communication and relationship 
with people in the community. 

 
Whatever, he had continued that “I am very sorry and sad with my action in a past few years because 
my body was full with alcohol.” Sometimes, he had used violence against his wife and children when he 
came back from drinking. He never took care about his family’s members feeling and did everything 
without consultation with his wife (e.g: selling rice field, cows/buffalos …..) The family was very poor 
because he could not go to work for family. 
 
In 2011, Buddhist Morality Vision Community had come to conduct the training on “alcohol impacts on 
people’s health, family living condition and community order” in Baydamram village, so he was invited 
to participate in two trainings. He had got a lot of good advices and ideas from other participants and 
community’s members. He had understood clearly about the alcohol consumption related harms and 
how to reduce alcohol. After that, he thought that “Should I continue or stop drinking?” Suddenly, his 
wife had also encouraged him to reduce alcohol by saying that “If you love me and our children, you 
have to quit alcohol because it will make our family to be poor.”  Then, he had considered to reduce 
alcohol consumption and he completely quit drinking at the end of 2011. 
 
He often advise to all people in the community that “Please don’t follow my past, but look at my present 
day and do it.” 
 
Mr. Chhuch Sun is a farmer, living in Baydamram village, Chheu Teal commune, Banan district, 
Battambang province. He is 43 years old. His wife is Ms. Nhor Sakri and she is a farmer, too. His family 
depends on farming to support daily living and children to school.  
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